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On decomposition of embedded prismatoids in R3 without
additional points
Hang Si
ABSTRACT. This paper considers three-dimensional prismatoids which can be embedded in R3. A
subclass of this family are twisted prisms, which includes the family of non-triangulable Schönhardt
polyhedra [12, 10]. We call a prismatoid decomposable if it can be cut into two smaller prismatoids
(which have smaller volumes) without using additional points. Otherwise it is indecomposable. The
indecomposable property implies the non-triangulable property of a prismatoid but not vice versa.
In this paper we prove two basic facts about the decomposability of embedded prismatoid in R3
with convex bases. Let P be such a prismatoid, call an edge interior edge of P if its both endpoints are
vertices of P and its interior lies inside P . Our first result is a condition to characterise indecomposable
twisted prisms. It states that a twisted prism is indecomposable without additional points if and only if
it allows no interior edge. Our second result shows that any embedded prismatoid in R3 with convex
base polygons can be decomposed into the union of two sets (one of them may be empty): a set of
tetrahedra and a set of indecomposable twisted prisms, such that all elements in these two sets have
disjoint interiors.
1. INTRODUCTION
Decomposing a geometric object into simpler parts is one of the most fundamental problems in com-
putational geometry.
In 2d, this problem is well-solved. Given a polygonal region, whose boundary is a planar straight line
graph G = (V,E), there are many efficient algorithms to create a constrained triangulation of G
whose vertex set is V and it contains all edges of E. Moreover, no additional vertices is needed.
Lee and Lin [8] and Chew [4] independently proved that there exists a triangulation of G, called the
constrained Delaunay triangulation, such that it is as close as to the Delaunay triangulation of V ,
while it preserves all edges of E. Moreover, Chew showed that this triangulation can be constructed
in optimal O(n log n) time [4].
The problem of triangulating 3d polyhedra is very difficult, even we restricted ourself to only consider
simple polyhedra (without holes). It is known that not all simple polyhedra can be triangulated without
adding new vertices, so-called Steiner points. The famous example of Schönhardt [12] (known as
the Schönhardt polyhedron) shows that a twisted non-convex triangular prism cannot be triangulated
without adding new vertices, see Figure 1 Left. Other examples of non-triangulable polyhedra are




Delaunay triangul tions xist in all dim nsions.
Why haven’t CDTs been generalized beyond E²?
One reason:  not every polyhedron can be
tetrahedralized without extra vertices.
Schönhardt’s
polyhedron
FIGURE 1. Left: The Schönhardt polyhedron. Right: A Chazelle polyhedron.
The existence of non-triangulable polyhedra is a major difficulty in many 3d problems. Ruppert and
Seidel [11] proved that the problem to determine whether a simple non-convex polyhedron can be
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triangulated without Steiner points is NP-complete. It is necessary to use additional points, so-called
Steiner points, to triangulate 3d polyhedra. Chazelle [3] constructs a family of polyhedra and proved
that they require a large number of Steiner points to be triangulated, see Figure 1 Right.
Despite the fact that such polyhedra exist, there is not much study about the geometry and topology of
such polyhedra. Rambau [10] first showed that any non-convex twisted prisms over an n-gon (n ≥ 3)
cannot be triangulated without Steiner points. Furthermore, he showed that the non-triangulability of
such polyhedra does not depend on how much it is twisted. This generalised Schönhardt polyhedron
into a family of polyhedra with such property. We call polyhedra of this family Rambau polyhedra. The
Schönhardt polyhedron is the simplest case of a Rambau polyhedron.
The geometry of a Rambau polyhedron is a special prism such that its top and base polygons are (i)
planar, (ii) congruent, and (iii) parallel to each other. In general, a twisted prism is not necessarily a
Rambau polyhedron. Indeed, a slightly perturbed Rambau polyhedron whose base polygon has more
than 3 vertices might become triangulable. On the other hand, if a prism (not necessarily a Rambau
polyhedron) is twisted sufficiently large, the result prism will not be triangulable without Steiner points.
The proof of this fact is rather simple. A basic fact (proved in Section 3) is that for a prism whose
base polygon has more than 5 vertices, it needs interior edges to be decomposed. When a prism is
twisted sufficiently large, it will reach a state that no interior edge can be inserted. Hence it must be
non-triangulable. Note that a Rambau polyhedron might allow interior edges to be inserted. Motivated
by this phenomenon, we want to find the critical conditions between the existence and non-existence
of a tetrahedralisation for this kind of polyhedra.
This paper considers three-dimensional prismatoids which can be embedded inR3. A subclass of this
family are twisted prisms, which includes the family of non-triangulable Schönhardt polyhedra [12, 10].
We call a prismatoid decomposable if it can be cut into two smaller prismatoids (which have smaller
volumes) without using additional points. Otherwise it is indecomposable. The indecomposable prop-
erty implies the non-triangulable property of a prismatoid but not vice versa.
In this paper we prove two basic facts about the decomposability of embedded prismatoid in R3 with
convex bases. Let P be such a prismatoid, call an edge interior edge of P if its both endpoints are
vertices of P and its interior lies inside P . Our first result is a condition to characterise indecomposable
twisted prisms. It states that a twisted prism is indecomposable without additional points if and only if
it allows no interior edge. Our second result shows that any embedded prismatoid in R3 with convex
base polygons can be decomposed into the union of two sets (one of them may be empty): a set of
tetrahedra and a set of indecomposable twisted prisms, such that all elements in these two sets have
disjoint interiors.
Outline. The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 gives the necessary definitions of the
family of prismatoids and twisted prismatoids studied in this paper. Section 3 presents the new results
of this paper.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Prisms, Antiprisms, Prismatoids. In geometry, a prism is a solid that has two polygonal faces
that are parallel and congruent [7, 14]. In other words, it is a 3d polyhedron comprising an n-sided
polygonal base (possibly non convex), a second base which is a translated copy (rigidly moved with-
out rotation) of the first, and n other faces (necessarily all parallelograms) joining corresponding sides
of the two bases. All cross-sections parallel to the bases are translations of the bases. Antiprisms are
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Fig. 4 Construction of Jessen’s
orthogonal icosahedron
Fig. 5 Front view of Jessen’s
orthogonal icosahedron
2 rectangles all at right angles to one another as depicted on Fig. 4. Then get the
(nonconvex) Jessen’s orthogonal icosahedron by joining the corners of the rectangles
so that it looks like Fig. 5.
Ruppert and Seidel (1992) described a simple way for constructing a new nontrian-
gulable polyhedron by gluing a sufficiently small Schönhardt prism along its triangular
base to one of the faces of a given polyhedron. If the Schönhardt’s prism was suffi-
ciently skinny, then one easily can assure that diagonals of the new polyhedron cannot
pierce the triangular base of the Schönhardt’s prism. Thus, each triangualtion of the
new shape, is the union of independent triangulations of the two components. Since
Schönhardt’s prism is nontriangulable, the same holds for the combined polyhedron.
The second ingenious idea for constructing nontriangulable polyhedra is to ensure
that there is at least one point inside of the polyhedron which does not see any of the
vertices. Indeed, if a polyhedron is triangulable then every interior point can see at
least four of the vertices of the polyhedron. Kuperberg (2011) removed three pairs of
mutually perpendicular tunnels (Fig. 6) and truncated the corners of the initial cube to
guarantee that the center of the cube does not ‘see’ any vertex of the new polyhedron.
We modified Kuperberg’s polyhedron so that it became simply connected, yet still
contained the view obstructing property (Fig. 7). The view obstructing property of the
cubewith tunnelswas used earlier for different purposes. For example, the construction
depicted on Fig. 8 was attributed to Thurston by Paterson and Yao (1989). This shape
(not the colored blocks, but the region of space surrounding themwithin the cube) was
used to give a bound on the complexity of subdividing the polyhedron into convex
regions. The bound followed from the observation that the points in the center of
each cubical void cannot see each other, therefore they should belong to different
components of the decomposition. The same construction with a slight modification
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Fig. 1 Schönhardt’s twisted
triangular prism
Fig. 2 Bagemihl’s polyhedron
Fig. 3 Rambau’s twisted prism
over a hexagon
of the prism, which met along the vertical edges, were replaced with a sequence of
triangles so that the adjacent triangles meet along an edge with a nonconvex angle.
It is easy to see again that any tetrah dr n on the vertex set whose base coincides
with the bottom triangle h s an edge whic is a diagonal of Bagamihl’s polyhedron,
contradicting the existence of a triangulation.
Rambau (2005) provided another natural generalization of the Schönhardt’s twisted
triangular prism.Rambau considered a right prismover an n-gon and inserted one diag-
onal on each of the lateral quadrilateral faces so that no two of the inserted diagonals
had a common endpoint. Then it was proved that this partial triangulation of the surface
canno be extended t a triangulation of the right prism. In particular, this implied that if
the top face of a right prisms is rotatedwith a sufficiently small angle, in the Schönhardt
style, then the twisted prism over the given n-gon cannot be triangulated (Fig. 3).
For completeness, let us point out that there is another famous polyhedron, called
Jessen’s orthogonal icosahedron (Fig. 5), all of whose diagonals have points outside
of the polyhedron so that any tetrahedron on the vertex set has an edge, which was a
diagonal of Jessen’s icosahedron, thus making it nontriangulable. Interestingly, Jessen
(1967) constructed the polyhedron named after him for another purpose. He was
looking for a polyhedron which had only right dihedral angles without having only
axes papallel edges. Figures 4 and 5 explain the construction: start with three 1 by
123
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Fig. 20 Antiprism over
hexagonal base
Fig. 21 Pentaprism over
hexagonal base
Fig. 22 Twisted pentaprism
over hexagonal base
Theorem 5 Let P b a regular pentaprism over a regular n-sided base. Twisting the
top and bottom faces of P in opposite direction by an angle ≤3604n
◦
will result in a
nonconvex twisted pentaprism which cannot be tiled by tetrahedra.
Proof of Theorem 5 Indirectly assume that a nonconvex twisted pentaprism can be
tiled by tetrahedra. Again we will study the triangulation of the top face induced by
one of these tilings. It is easy to show that Lemma 3 holds for the induced triangulation
f the top face and thus the tiling of the nonconvex twisted pentaprismhas a tetrahedron
containing three vertices fr m the top face and one vertex from the bottom face. Finally,
we use a case analysis hinging on a generality of Lemma 2 to contradict the existence
of tiling of the nonconvex twisted pentaprism. The details of such case analysis are
similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 4 and thus are omitted here. ⊓unionsq
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FIGURE 2. The family of pris atoi s. Righ -b tto show s e om o figures
which are not prismatoids. Figures ar from WWW in r t.
similar to prisms except the bases are twisted relative to eac ther, and that the side faces are trian-
gles, rather than quadrilaterals. Formally, an n-sided antiprism is a 3d polyhedron composed of two
parallel copies of an n-sided polygonal base (possibly non convex), connected by an alternating band
of triangles. Both prisms and ntiprisms are ubclasses of prismatoids. In geometry, a prismatoid is
a polyhedron whose v rtices all li in two parall l planes. Its lateral faces can be trapezoids or trian-
gles [7, 14]. The family of prismatoids includes many co mo g o tric shapes, such as pyramids,
wedges, prisms, antiprisms, frusta (truncated pyramids), etc. Figure 2 shows various examples in the
family of prismatoids as well as some common solids which are not prismatoids by its definition.
2.2. Sn,m-Prismatoids. This section defines a family of prismatoids considered in this paper. Simply
saying, these prismatoids have convex bases which are connected by a band of triangular facets.
Additionally they can be embedded in R3 without self-intersections. The precise definition is given
below.
Without loss of generality, we will place a prismatoid in such a way such that the two base facets are
parallel to the horizontal plane H0 := {(x, y, 0) ; x, y ∈ R}. Moreover, one of its facets, called bot-
tom facet, lies inH0, and the other facet, called top facet, lies in the planeHh := {(x, y, h) ; x, y, h ∈
R, h > 0}.
Let n,m be two integers satisfying (1) 1 ≤ n, 1 ≤ m and (2) n + m ≥ 4. We define an Sn,m-
prismatoid (or shortly Sn,m) P , as a 3d solid such that:
(i) its top facet is a convex n-gon in Hh, its bottom facet is a convex m-gon in H0;
(ii) the side facets of P between its bottom and top facets are all triangles; and
(iii) P is topologically a 3-ball embedded in R3.
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Delaunay triangulations exist in all dimensions.
Why haven’t CDTs been generalized beyond E²?
One reason:  not every polyhedron can be
tetrahedralized without extra vertices.
Schönhardt’s
polyhedron
Schönhardt polyhedron a Rambau polyhedron
pyramid
pentagonal cupola
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FIGURE 3. Prismatoids on the left are S ,m-prismatoids, while those on the right are
not. Figures are from WWW internet.
Many prismatoids are Sn,m-prismatoids. For examples, S1,m’s (m ≥ 3) are pyramids. S2,m’s (m ≥
2) are wedges with triangular facets. In particular, both S1,3’s and S2,2 are tetrahedra. Antiprisms
which can be embedded in R3 with no self-intersected facets are Sn,n-prismatoids, see Figure 3 Left.
However, all prisms as well as many of other prismatoids are not Sn,m-prismatoids, see Figure 3
Right. Obviously, if a non Sn,m-prismatoid satisfies (iii), i.e., it can be embedded in R3 without self-
intersection, it will become an Sn,m by a slight perturbation in its vertex set.
Given an Sn,m-prismatoid P , there are n +m triangles in its band. There is a bijection between the
band of triangles and a binary string of n+m 0/1 bits. This transformation is first constructed in [5].
We first construct a flattened bandD of triangles in the plane. It is done by cutting the band of P along
one of its edges and then flatten it into the plane. There are n+ 1 vertices and n edges on the top of
D, and m + 1 vertices and m edges on the bottom of D. These edges are one-to-one correspond
to the boundary edges of the top and bottom facets of P . The two vertical boundary edges of D are
identified as the same edge which we cut open. The triangles of the band are bijectively mapped into
the triangles of D, i.e., the images of the triangles of the band triangulates D. We label each triangle
in D as ‘0’ if it has an edge on the top and a vertex on the bottom, as ‘1’ if it has an edge on the
bottom and a vertex on the top. Now the set of triangles from left to right corresponds to a string like
“0100101...". An example of this transformation is shown in Figure 4.
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b1<latexit sha1_base64="Qb5uqcSrDTADGc i3EnTDuHuV7nw=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2W3FvQkBS8eK9oPaJeSTb NtaJJdkqxQlv4ET4KCePUXefLfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeN5305hY3Nre6e46+7tHxwe lY5P2jpOFaEtEvNYdUOsKWeStgwznHYTRbEIOe2Ek9u533miSrNYPpppQgOBR5JFjGBjpY dw4A9KZa/qLYDWiZ+TMuRoDkpf/WFMUkGlIRxr3fO9xAQZVoYRTmdupZ9qmmAywSPas1Ri QXWQLW6doYpVhiiKlS1p0EJ1f01kWGg9FaHtFNiM9ao3F//zeqmJroOMySQ1VJLloijlyM Ro/jgaMkWJ4VNLMFHMHovIGCtMjI3HtSn4qz+vk3at6l9Wa/f1cuMmz6MIZ3AOF+DDFTTgD prQAgIjeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP0/sjbU=</latexit>
b2<latexit sha1_base64="WZ8OqbcruGwPv9 5nl20tVeZK7+U=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2W3FvQkBS8eK9oPaJeSTb NtaJJdkqxQlv4ET4KCePUXefLfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeN5305hY3Nre6e46+7tHxwe lY5P2jpOFaEtEvNYdUOsKWeStgwznHYTRbEIOe2Ek9u533miSrNYPpppQgOBR5JFjGBjpY dwUBuUyl7VWwCtEz8nZcjRHJS++sOYpIJKQzjWuud7iQkyrAwjnM7cSj/VNMFkgke0Z6nE guogW9w6QxWrDFEUK1vSoIXq/prIsNB6KkLbKbAZ61VvLv7n9VITXQcZk0lqqCTLRVHKkY nR/HE0ZIoSw6eWYKKYPRaRMVaYGBuPa1PwV39eJ+1a1b+s1u7r5cZNnkcRzuAcLsCHK2jAH TShBQRG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwBRcY22</latexit> b3
<latexit sha1_base64="2ux1f4Ti7rNdIe 083oelTGZCy5w=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2W3FfQkBS8eK9oPaJeSTb NtaJJdkqxQlv4ET4KCePUXefLfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeN5305hY3Nre6e46+7tHxwe lY5P2jpOFaEtEvNYdUOsKWeStgwznHYTRbEIOe2Ek9u533miSrNYPpppQgOBR5JFjGBjpY dwUB+Uyl7VWwCtEz8nZcjRHJS++sOYpIJKQzjWuud7iQkyrAwjnM7cSj/VNMFkgke0Z6nE guogW9w6QxWrDFEUK1vSoIXq/prIsNB6KkLbKbAZ61VvLv7n9VITXQcZk0lqqCTLRVHKkY nR/HE0ZIoSw6eWYKKYPRaRMVaYGBuPa1PwV39eJ+1a1a9Xa/eX5cZNnkcRzuAcLsCHK2jAH TShBQRG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwBS9o23</latexit>
b4<latexit sha1_base64="77SUO23mseGqsUMjBTw0HUveS9A=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2 tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2W3FvQkBS8eK9oPaJeSTbNtaJJdkqxQlv4ET4KCePUXefLfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeN5305hY3Nre6e46+7tHxwelY5P2jpOFaEtEvNYdUOsKWeStgwznHYTRbE IOe2Ek9u533miSrNYPpppQgOBR5JFjGBjpYdwUB+Uyl7VWwCtEz8nZcjRHJS++sOYpIJKQzjWuud7iQkyrAwjnM7cSj/VNMFkgke0Z6nEguogW9w6QxWrDFEUK1vSoIXq/prIsNB6KkL bKbAZ61VvLv7n9VITXQcZk0lqqCTLRVHKkYnR/HE0ZIoSw6eWYKKYPRaRMVaYGBuPa1PwV39eJ+1a1b+s1u7r5cZNnkcRzuAcLsCHK2jAHTShBQRG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+ fwBUe424</latexit>
b5
<latexit sha1_base64="B7s2+zm1V/hmxj M8Uqb2vJ+j0Y4=">AAAB63icdVDJSgNBEK2JWxy3qEcvjSHgaZjJop4k4MVjRLNAMoSeTk /SpKdn6O4RwpBP8CQoiFe/yJN/Y2cRXB8UPN6roqpekHCmtOu+W7mV1bX1jfymvbW9s7tX 2D9oqTiVhDZJzGPZCbCinAna1Exz2kkkxVHAaTsYX8789h2VisXiVk8S6kd4KFjICNZGug n6tX6h6DqnVbdWraDfxHPcOYqwRKNfeOsNYpJGVGjCsVJdz020n2GpGeF0apd6qaIJJmM8 pF1DBY6o8rP5rVNUMsoAhbE0JTSaq/aXiQxHSk2iwHRGWI/UT28m/uV1Ux2e+xkTSaqpII tFYcqRjtHscTRgkhLNJ4ZgIpk5FpERlphoE49tUvh8Ff1PWmXHqzjl62qxfrHMIw9HcAwn4 MEZ1OEKGtAEAkO4h0d4siLrwXq2XhatOWs5cwjfYL1+ALXWjfs=</latexit>b6
<latexit sha1_base64="y0lGuha3r2Wcmd Sz0HFUgSb1el0=">AAAB63icdVDLSsNAFL2prxpfVZduBkvBVUjaWl1JwY3LivYBbSiT6a QdOpmEmYlQQj/BlaAgbv0iV/6N04fg88CFwzn3cu89QcKZ0q77buVWVtfWN/Kb9tb2zu5e Yf+gpeJUEtokMY9lJ8CKciZoUzPNaSeRFEcBp+1gfDnz23dUKhaLWz1JqB/hoWAhI1gb6S bo1/qFouvUqu5ptYJ+E89x5yjCEo1+4a03iEkaUaEJx0p1PTfRfoalZoTTqV3qpYommIzx kHYNFTiiys/mt05RySgDFMbSlNBortpfJjIcKTWJAtMZYT1SP72Z+JfXTXV47mdMJKmmgi wWhSlHOkazx9GASUo0nxiCiWTmWERGWGKiTTy2SeHzVfQ/aZUdr+KUr6vF+sUyjzwcwTGcg AdnUIcraEATCAzhHh7hyYqsB+vZelm05qzlzCF8g/X6Abdbjfw=</latexit>
a1
<latexit sha1_base64="QiJuclAZXFQcQlLFL9zFRNmh+lA=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOy Nr7i+oh69DIaAp2U3iZpjwIvHiCYGkiXMTmaTITOzy8ysEEI+wZOgIF79Ik/+jZOH4LOgoajqprsrSjnTxvffndzK6tr6Rn7T3dre2d0r7B+0dJIpQpsk4YlqR1hTziRtGmY4baeKYhF xehuNLmb+7R1VmiXyxoxTGgo8kCxmBBsrXeNe0CsUfe+s6p9WK+g3CTx/jiIs0egV3rr9hGSCSkM41roT+KkJJ1gZRjiduqVupmmKyQgPaMdSiQXV4WR+6xSVrNJHcaJsSYPmqvtlYoK F1mMR2U6BzVD/9GbiX14nM3EtnDCZZoZKslgUZxyZBM0eR32mKDF8bAkmitljERlihYmx8bg2hc9X0f+kVfaCile+qhbrtWUeeTiCYziBAM6hDpfQgCYQGMA9PMKTI5wH59l5WbTmnOXM IXyD8/oBrG2N8A==</latexit>
a2
<latexit sha1_base64="DrkW+UsZtHfln/McTut0ZbQ2rDE=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOy Nr7i+oh69DIaAp2U3iZpjwIvHiCYGkiXMTibJkJnZZWZWCEs+wZOgIF79Ik/+jZOH4LOgoajqprsrSjjTxvffndzK6tr6Rn7T3dre2d0r7B+0dJwqQpsk5rFqR1hTziRtGmY4bSeKYhF xehuNL2b+7R1VmsXyxkwSGgo8lGzACDZWusa9cq9Q9L2zqn9araDfJPD8OYqwRKNXeOv2Y5IKKg3hWOtO4CcmzLAyjHA6dUvdVNMEkzEe0o6lEguqw2x+6xSVrNJHg1jZkgbNVffLRIa F1hMR2U6BzUj/9GbiX14nNYNamDGZpIZKslg0SDkyMZo9jvpMUWL4xBJMFLPHIjLCChNj43FtCp+vov9Jq+wFFa98VS3Wa8s88nAEx3ACAZxDHS6hAU0gMIR7eIQnRzgPzrPzsmjNOcuZ Q/gG5/UDrfKN8Q==</latexit>
a3
<latexit sha1_base64="Ce+fFAcRXPCIQp/BeWe5/710Ir4=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOy Nr7i+oh69DIaAp2U3iZpjwIvHiCYGkiXMTibJkJnZZWZWCEs+wZOgIF79Ik/+jZOH4LOgoajqprsrSjjTxvffndzK6tr6Rn7T3dre2d0r7B+0dJwqQpsk5rFqR1hTziRtGmY4bSeKYhF xehuNL2b+7R1VmsXyxkwSGgo8lGzACDZWusa9Sq9Q9L2zqn9araDfJPD8OYqwRKNXeOv2Y5IKKg3hWOtO4CcmzLAyjHA6dUvdVNMEkzEe0o6lEguqw2x+6xSVrNJHg1jZkgbNVffLRIa F1hMR2U6BzUj/9GbiX14nNYNamDGZpIZKslg0SDkyMZo9jvpMUWL4xBJMFLPHIjLCChNj43FtCp+vov9Jq+wFFa98VS3Wa8s88nAEx3ACAZxDHS6hAU0gMIR7eIQnRzgPzrPzsmjNOcuZ Q/gG5/UDr3eN8g==</latexit>
a4
<latexit sha1_base64="llraXaabsKp23JCg/saTy0aAXVM=">AAAB63icdVDLSsNAFL2 prxpfVZduBkvBVUjaqF0W3LisaGuhDWUynbRDZ5IwMxFK6Ce4EhTErV/kyr9x+hB8HrhwOOde7r0nTDlT2nXfrcLK6tr6RnHT3tre2d0r7R+0VZJJQlsk4YnshFhRzmLa0kxz2kklxSL k9DYcX8z82zsqFUviGz1JaSDwMGYRI1gb6Rr3/X6p7Dpnvnvq19Bv4jnuHGVYotkvvfUGCckEjTXhWKmu56Y6yLHUjHA6tSu9TNEUkzEe0q6hMRZUBfn81imqGGWAokSaijWaq/aXiRw LpSYiNJ0C65H66c3Ev7xupqN6kLM4zTSNyWJRlHGkEzR7HA2YpETziSGYSGaORWSEJSbaxGObFD5fRf+TdtXxak71yi836ss8inAEx3ACHpxDAy6hCS0gMIR7eIQnS1gP1rP1smgtWMuZ Q/gG6/UDsPyN8w==</latexit>
a1
<latexit sha1_base64="QiJuclAZXFQcQlLFL9zFRNmh+lA=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOy Nr7i+oh69DIaAp2U3iZpjwIvHiCYGkiXMTmaTITOzy8ysEEI+wZOgIF79Ik/+jZOH4LOgoajqprsrSjnTxvffndzK6tr6Rn7T3dre2d0r7B+0dJIpQpsk4YlqR1hTziRtGmY4baeKYhF xehuNLmb+7R1VmiXyxoxTGgo8kCxmBBsrXeNe0CsUfe+s6p9WK+g3CTx/jiIs0egV3rr9hGSCSkM41roT+KkJJ1gZRjiduqVupmmKyQgPaMdSiQXV4WR+6xSVrNJHcaJsSYPmqvtlYoK F1mMR2U6BzVD/9GbiX14nM3EtnDCZZoZKslgUZxyZBM0eR32mKDF8bAkmitljERlihYmx8bg2hc9X0f+kVfaCile+qhbrtWUeeTiCYziBAM6hDpfQgCYQGMA9PMKTI5wH59l5WbTmnOXM IXyD8/oBrG2N8A==</latexit>
b1
<latexit sha1_base64="jJn958KJtnPi4uhknflJ7VtiCbg=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOy Nr7i+oh69DIaAp2U3iZpjwIvHiCYGkiXMTmaTITOzy8ysEEI+wZOgIF79Ik/+jZOH4LOgoajqprsrSjnTxvffndzK6tr6Rn7T3dre2d0r7B+0dJIpQpsk4YlqR1hTziRtGmY4baeKYhF xehuNLmb+7R1VmiXyxoxTGgo8kCxmBBsrXUe9oFco+t5Z1T+tVtBvEnj+HEVYotErvHX7CckElYZwrHUn8FMTTrAyjHA6dUvdTNMUkxEe0I6lEguqw8n81ikqWaWP4kTZkgbNVffLxAQ Lrccisp0Cm6H+6c3Ev7xOZuJaOGEyzQyVZLEozjgyCZo9jvpMUWL42BJMFLPHIjLEChNj43FtCp+vov9Jq+wFFa98VS3Wa8s88nAEx3ACAZxDHS6hAU0gMIB7eIQnRzgPzrPzsmjNOcuZ Q/gG5/UDrfSN8Q==</latexit>
b2
<latexit sha1_base64="h9X7MERQXJR/S57qvS/BlT+r8w4=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOy Nr7i+oh69DIaAp2U3iZpjwIvHiCYGkiXMTibJkJnZZWZWCEs+wZOgIF79Ik/+jZOH4LOgoajqprsrSjjTxvffndzK6tr6Rn7T3dre2d0r7B+0dJwqQpsk5rFqR1hTziRtGmY4bSeKYhF xehuNL2b+7R1VmsXyxkwSGgo8lGzACDZWuo565V6h6HtnVf+0WkG/SeD5cxRhiUav8NbtxyQVVBrCsdadwE9MmGFlGOF06pa6qaYJJmM8pB1LJRZUh9n81ikqWaWPBrGyJQ2aq+6XiQw LrScisp0Cm5H+6c3Ev7xOaga1MGMySQ2VZLFokHJkYjR7HPWZosTwiSWYKGaPRWSEFSbGxuPaFD5fRf+TVtkLKl75qlqs15Z55OEIjuEEAjiHOlxCA5pAYAj38AhPjnAenGfnZdGac5Yz h/ANzusHr3mN8g==</latexit>
b3
<latexit sha1_base64="qhO6lRCy2NmB8u5gesCmDLA84+0=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOy Nr7i+oh69DIaAp2U3iZpjwIvHiCYGkiXMTibJkJnZZWZWCEs+wZOgIF79Ik/+jZOH4LOgoajqprsrSjjTxvffndzK6tr6Rn7T3dre2d0r7B+0dJwqQpsk5rFqR1hTziRtGmY4bSeKYhF xehuNL2b+7R1VmsXyxkwSGgo8lGzACDZWuo56lV6h6HtnVf+0WkG/SeD5cxRhiUav8NbtxyQVVBrCsdadwE9MmGFlGOF06pa6qaYJJmM8pB1LJRZUh9n81ikqWaWPBrGyJQ2aq+6XiQw LrScisp0Cm5H+6c3Ev7xOaga1MGMySQ2VZLFokHJkYjR7HPWZosTwiSWYKGaPRWSEFSbGxuPaFD5fRf+TVtkLKl75qlqs15Z55OEIjuEEAjiHOlxCA5pAYAj38AhPjnAenGfnZdGac5Yz h/ANzusHsP6N8w==</latexit>
b4
<latexit sha1_base64="YNNWJNYq5Nzfzptrv8WlP3mhT6w=">AAAB63icdVDLSsNAFL2 prxpfVZduBkvBVUjaqF0W3LisaGuhDWUynbRDZ5IwMxFK6Ce4EhTErV/kyr9x+hB8HrhwOOde7r0nTDlT2nXfrcLK6tr6RnHT3tre2d0r7R+0VZJJQlsk4YnshFhRzmLa0kxz2kklxSL k9DYcX8z82zsqFUviGz1JaSDwMGYRI1gb6Trs+/1S2XXOfPfUr6HfxHPcOcqwRLNfeusNEpIJGmvCsVJdz011kGOpGeF0ald6maIpJmM8pF1DYyyoCvL5rVNUMcoARYk0FWs0V+0vEzk WSk1EaDoF1iP105uJf3ndTEf1IGdxmmkak8WiKONIJ2j2OBowSYnmE0Mwkcwci8gIS0y0icc2KXy+iv4n7arj1ZzqlV9u1Jd5FOEIjuEEPDiHBlxCE1pAYAj38AhPlrAerGfrZdFasJYz h/AN1usHsoON9A==</latexit>
b5
<latexit sha1_base64="ehM9aoDiqYQYNawiwu9W0fC3e/U=">AAAB63icdVDJSgNBEK2 JWxy3qEcvjSHgaZjJojkGvHiMaBZIhtDT6Uma9PQM3T1CGPIJngQF8eoXefJv7CyC64OCx3tVVNULEs6Udt13K7e2vrG5ld+2d3b39g8Kh0dtFaeS0BaJeSy7AVaUM0FbmmlOu4mkOAo 47QSTy7nfuaNSsVjc6mlC/QiPBAsZwdpIN8GgNigUXee86taqFfSbeI67QBFWaA4Kb/1hTNKICk04VqrnuYn2Myw1I5zO7FI/VTTBZIJHtGeowBFVfra4dYZKRhmiMJamhEYL1f4ykeF IqWkUmM4I67H66c3Fv7xeqsO6nzGRpJoKslwUphzpGM0fR0MmKdF8aggmkpljERljiYk28dgmhc9X0f+kXXa8ilO+rhYb9VUeeTiBUzgDDy6gAVfQhBYQGME9PMKTFVkP1rP1smzNWauZ Y/gG6/UDtAiN9Q==</latexit>
b6
<latexit sha1_base64="aMHmRHx/8I0W2VkGyOSaDCfzcis=">AAAB63icdVDLSsNAFL2 prxpfVZduBkvBVUjaWrssuHFZ0T6gDWUynbRDJ5MwMxFK6Ce4EhTErV/kyr9x+hB8HrhwOOde7r0nSDhT2nXfrdza+sbmVn7b3tnd2z8oHB61VZxKQlsk5rHsBlhRzgRtaaY57SaS4ij gtBNMLud+545KxWJxq6cJ9SM8EixkBGsj3QSD2qBQdJ1a1T2vVtBv4jnuAkVYoTkovPWHMUkjKjThWKme5ybaz7DUjHA6s0v9VNEEkwke0Z6hAkdU+dni1hkqGWWIwliaEhotVPvLRIY jpaZRYDojrMfqpzcX//J6qQ7rfsZEkmoqyHJRmHKkYzR/HA2ZpETzqSGYSGaORWSMJSbaxGObFD5fRf+TdtnxKk75ulps1Fd55OEETuEMPLiABlxBE1pAYAT38AhPVmQ9WM/Wy7I1Z61m juEbrNcPtY2N9g==</latexit>
b1
<latexit sha1_base64="jJn958KJtnPi4uhknflJ7VtiCbg=">AAAB63icdVDLSgNBEOy Nr7i+oh69DIaAp2U3iZpjwIvHiCYGkiXMTmaTITOzy8ysEEI+wZOgIF79Ik/+jZOH4LOgoajqprsrSjnTxvffndzK6tr6Rn7T3dre2d0r7B+0dJIpQpsk4YlqR1hTziRtGmY4baeKYhF xehuNLmb+7R1VmiXyxoxTGgo8kCxmBBsrXUe9oFco+t5Z1T+tVtBvEnj+HEVYotErvHX7CckElYZwrHUn8FMTTrAyjHA6dUvdTNMUkxEe0I6lEguqw8n81ikqWaWP4kTZkgbNVffLxAQ Lrccisp0Cm6H+6c3Ev7xOZuJaOGEyzQyVZLEozjgyCZo9jvpMUWL42BJMFLPHIjLEChNj43FtCp+vov9Jq+wFFa98VS3Wa8s88nAEx3ACAZxDHS6hAU0gMIB7eIQnRzgPzrPzsmjNOcuZ Q/gG5/UDrfSN8Q==</latexit>
0
<latexit sha1_base64="CB7OP3v7VYHDYxJRq6gTCLmsqVk=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3 Urxq/qh69LJaCp5JUwR4LXjy2YFuhDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6S/wJCiIV3+SJ/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Np737RS2tnd294r77sHh0fFJ6fSso5NMMWyzRCTqMaQaBZfYNtwIfEwV0jg U2A0ndwu/+4RK80Q+mGmKQUxHkkecUWOlljcolb2qtwTZJH5OypCjOSh99YcJy2KUhgmqdc/3UhPMqDKcCZy7lX6mMaVsQkfYs1TSGHUwW146JxWrDEmUKFvSkKXq/pqY0VjraRzazpi asV73FuJ/Xi8zUT2YcZlmBiVbLYoyQUxCFm+TIVfIjJhaQpni9ljCxlRRZmw4rk3BX/95k3RqVf+6WmvdlBv1PI8iXMAlXIEPt9CAe2hCGxggPMMrvDkT58V5dz5WrQUnnzmHP3A+fwDc R4zZ</latexit>
1
<latexit sha1_base64="yF4Npa67Nu3rC9Oh6D0gHymJ7r0=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3 Urxq/qh69LJaCp5JUwR4LXjy2YFuhDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6S/wJCiIV3+SJ/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Np737RS2tnd294r77sHh0fFJ6fSso5NMMWyzRCTqMaQaBZfYNtwIfEwV0jg U2A0ndwu/+4RK80Q+mGmKQUxHkkecUWOllj8olb2qtwTZJH5OypCjOSh99YcJy2KUhgmqdc/3UhPMqDKcCZy7lX6mMaVsQkfYs1TSGHUwW146JxWrDEmUKFvSkKXq/pqY0VjraRzazpi asV73FuJ/Xi8zUT2YcZlmBiVbLYoyQUxCFm+TIVfIjJhaQpni9ljCxlRRZmw4rk3BX/95k3RqVf+6WmvdlBv1PI8iXMAlXIEPt9CAe2hCGxggPMMrvDkT58V5dz5WrQUnnzmHP3A+fwDd zIza</latexit>
0
<latexit sha1_base64="CB7OP3v7VYHDYxJRq6gTCLmsqVk=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3 Urxq/qh69LJaCp5JUwR4LXjy2YFuhDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6S/wJCiIV3+SJ/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Np737RS2tnd294r77sHh0fFJ6fSso5NMMWyzRCTqMaQaBZfYNtwIfEwV0jg U2A0ndwu/+4RK80Q+mGmKQUxHkkecUWOlljcolb2qtwTZJH5OypCjOSh99YcJy2KUhgmqdc/3UhPMqDKcCZy7lX6mMaVsQkfYs1TSGHUwW146JxWrDEmUKFvSkKXq/pqY0VjraRzazpi asV73FuJ/Xi8zUT2YcZlmBiVbLYoyQUxCFm+TIVfIjJhaQpni9ljCxlRRZmw4rk3BX/95k3RqVf+6WmvdlBv1PI8iXMAlXIEPt9CAe2hCGxggPMMrvDkT58V5dz5WrQUnnzmHP3A+fwDc R4zZ</latexit>
0
<latexit sha1_base64="CB7OP3v7VYHDYxJRq6gTCLmsqVk=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3 Urxq/qh69LJaCp5JUwR4LXjy2YFuhDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6S/wJCiIV3+SJ/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Np737RS2tnd294r77sHh0fFJ6fSso5NMMWyzRCTqMaQaBZfYNtwIfEwV0jg U2A0ndwu/+4RK80Q+mGmKQUxHkkecUWOlljcolb2qtwTZJH5OypCjOSh99YcJy2KUhgmqdc/3UhPMqDKcCZy7lX6mMaVsQkfYs1TSGHUwW146JxWrDEmUKFvSkKXq/pqY0VjraRzazpi asV73FuJ/Xi8zUT2YcZlmBiVbLYoyQUxCFm+TIVfIjJhaQpni9ljCxlRRZmw4rk3BX/95k3RqVf+6WmvdlBv1PI8iXMAlXIEPt9CAe2hCGxggPMMrvDkT58V5dz5WrQUnnzmHP3A+fwDc R4zZ</latexit>
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FIGURE 4. An S4,6-prismatoid is shown in the left and the binary string corresponds
to its band of triangles is shown in the right.
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On decomposition of embedded prismatoids in R3 without additional points 5
With this transformation, the combinatorial structure of an Sn,m can be characterised by a binary
string. However, this string does not recognise the geometry of the prismatoid. For example, a convex
and a non-convex Sn,m’s may have exactly the same binary string.
2.3. Twisted Prisms. We use the above transformation to define a special class of Sn,n-prismatoids.
Recall that an antiprism can be obtained by twist a prism. There are two directions, clockwise or
counterclockwise, in the plane. Depending on which direction it is twisted. We will get two non-convex
antiprisms which are similar but with combinatorially different boundary facets, see Figure 5. We call
an Sn,n-prismatoid a twisted prism if the band of its triangles corresponds to a binary string which
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“101010101010”
<latexit sha1_ba se64="CbjVV/7K6nfbE4QONSy0rrny KG0=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeOj UZduhpaCq5JUQZdFNy4r2Ae0oZ1MJ+3 QySTMTIQS+iWuBAVx66e48m+ctgG19 VwuHM65l7lzgoQzpV33y9rY3Nre2S3 s2fsHh0dF5/ikpeJUEtokMY9lJ8CKci ZoUzPNaSeRFEcBp+1gcjv3249UKhaL Bz1NqB/hkWAhI1gbqe8UBwPP/alS3y m7VXcBtE68nJQhR6PvfPaGMUkjKjTh WKmu5ybaz7DUjHA6syu9VNEEkwke0a6 hAkdU+dni8hmqGGWIwliaFhotVPvXR oYjpaZRYCYjrMdq1ZuL/3ndVIfXfsZ EkmoqyPKhMOVIx2geAxoySYnmU0Mwkc wci8gYS0y0Ccs2KXirf14nrVrVu6jW 7i/L9Zs8jwKcQQnOwYMrqMMdNKAJBF J4ghd4tTLr2Xqz3pejG1a+cwp/YH18A /iEkJg=</latexit>
a1
<latexit sha1_base64="XY010TD3z7cwVn5sypDJNritJtA=">AAAB63icbVB NSwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2W3Fuyx4MVjRfsB7VKyabYNTbJLkhXK0p/gSVAQr/4iT/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2ylsbe/s7hX33YPDo+OT0ulZR8epIrRN Yh6rXog15UzStmGG016iKBYhp91wervwu09UaRbLRzNLaCDwWLKIEWys9ICH/rBU9qreEmiT+DkpQ47WsPQ1GMUkFVQawrHWfd9LTJBhZRjhdO5WBqmmCSZTPKZ9S yUWVAfZ8tY5qlhlhKJY2ZIGLVX310SGhdYzEdpOgc1Er3sL8T+vn5qoEWRMJqmhkqwWRSlHJkaLx9GIKUoMn1mCiWL2WEQmWGFibDyuTcFf/3mTdGpV/7pau6+Xm4 08jyJcwCVcgQ830IQ7aEEbCIzhGV7hzRHOi/PufKxaC04+cw5/4Hz+AEyXja4=</latexit>
a2
<latexit sha1_base64="0/BUhLNEKQXERYIXvzGdOQshplk=">AAAB63 icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2W3Fuyx4MVjRfsB7VKyabYNTbJLkhXK0p/gSVAQr/4iT/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2ylsbe/s7hX33YPDo+ OT0ulZR8epIrRNYh6rXog15UzStmGG016iKBYhp91wervwu09UaRbLRzNLaCDwWLKIEWys9ICHtWGp7FW9JdAm8XNShhytYelrMIpJKqg0hGOt+76XmC DDyjDC6dytDFJNE0ymeEz7lkosqA6y5a1zVLHKCEWxsiUNWqrur4kMC61nIrSdApuJXvcW4n9ePzVRI8iYTFJDJVktilKOTIwWj6MRU5QYPrMEE8XssY hMsMLE2Hhcm4K//vMm6dSq/nW1dl8vNxt5HkW4gEu4Ah9uoAl30II2EBjDM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi1Fpx85hz+wPn8AU4cja8=</latexit>
a3
<latexit sha1_base64="xDppuSXvh39nm55OTJkBRRXXPaQ=">AAAB63icbV BNSwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2W3Feyx4MVjRfsB7VKyabYNTbJLkhXK0p/gSVAQr/4iT/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2ylsbe/s7hX33YPDo+OT0ulZR8epI rRNYh6rXog15UzStmGG016iKBYhp91wervwu09UaRbLRzNLaCDwWLKIEWys9ICH9WGp7FW9JdAm8XNShhytYelrMIpJKqg0hGOt+76XmCDDyjDC6dytDFJNE0ym eEz7lkosqA6y5a1zVLHKCEWxsiUNWqrur4kMC61nIrSdApuJXvcW4n9ePzVRI8iYTFJDJVktilKOTIwWj6MRU5QYPrMEE8XssYhMsMLE2Hhcm4K//vMm6dSqfr1 au78uNxt5HkW4gEu4Ah9uoAl30II2EBjDM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi1Fpx85hz+wPn8AU+hjbA=</latexit>
a4
<latexit sha1_base64="zaPBGUQF+0KIznnIMmGRaTSp+q4=">AAAB63icbV BNSwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2W3Fuyx4MVjRfsB7VKyabYNTbJLkhXK0p/gSVAQr/4iT/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2ylsbe/s7hX33YPDo+OT0ulZR8epI rRNYh6rXog15UzStmGG016iKBYhp91wervwu09UaRbLRzNLaCDwWLKIEWys9ICH9WGp7FW9JdAm8XNShhytYelrMIpJKqg0hGOt+76XmCDDyjDC6dytDFJNE0ym eEz7lkosqA6y5a1zVLHKCEWxsiUNWqrur4kMC61nIrSdApuJXvcW4n9ePzVRI8iYTFJDJVktilKOTIwWj6MRU5QYPrMEE8XssYhMsMLE2Hhcm4K//vMm6dSq/nW 1dl8vNxt5HkW4gEu4Ah9uoAl30II2EBjDM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi1Fpx85hz+wPn8AVEmjbE=</latexit>
a5
<latexit sha1_base64="sBr8PNGpkjJGtkiRhEz0NrZszkM=">AAAB63icbV BNSwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2W3KvZY8OKxov2AdinZNNuGJtklyQpl6U/wJCiIV3+RJ/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737RQ2Nre2d4q77t7+weFR6fikreNUE doiMY9VN8SaciZpyzDDaTdRFIuQ0044uZ37nSeqNIvlo5kmNBB4JFnECDZWesCD60Gp7FW9BdA68XNShhzNQemrP4xJKqg0hGOte76XmCDDyjDC6cyt9FNNE0wm eER7lkosqA6yxa0zVLHKEEWxsiUNWqjur4kMC62nIrSdApuxXvXm4n9eLzVRPciYTFJDJVkuilKOTIzmj6MhU5QYPrUEE8XssYiMscLE2Hhcm4K/+vM6adeq/mW 1dn9VbtTzPIpwBudwAT7cQAPuoAktIDCCZ3iFN0c4L86787FsLTj5zCn8gfP5A1KrjbI=</latexit>
a6
<latexit sha1_base64="/QHGGFzn+vVi67cjkuYJCXN6Iu0=">AAAB63icbV BNSwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2W3ivZY8OKxov2AdinZNNuGJtklyQpl6U/wJCiIV3+RJ/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737RQ2Nre2d4q77t7+weFR6fikreNUE doiMY9VN8SaciZpyzDDaTdRFIuQ0044uZ37nSeqNIvlo5kmNBB4JFnECDZWesCD60Gp7FW9BdA68XNShhzNQemrP4xJKqg0hGOte76XmCDDyjDC6cyt9FNNE0wm eER7lkosqA6yxa0zVLHKEEWxsiUNWqjur4kMC62nIrSdApuxXvXm4n9eLzVRPciYTFJDJVkuilKOTIzmj6MhU5QYPrUEE8XssYiMscLE2Hhcm4K/+vM6adeq/mW 1dn9VbtTzPIpwBudwAT7cQAPuoAktIDCCZ3iFN0c4L86787FsLTj5zCn8gfP5A1QwjbM=</latexit>
a6
<latexit sha1_base64="/QHGGFzn+ vVi67cjkuYJCXN6Iu0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2W3ivZY8 OKxov2AdinZNNuGJtklyQpl6U/wJCiIV3+RJ/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp 737RQ2Nre2d4q77t7+weFR6fikreNUEdoiMY9VN8SaciZpyzDDaTdRFIuQ0044 uZ37nSeqNIvlo5kmNBB4JFnECDZWesCD60Gp7FW9BdA68XNShhzNQemrP4xJK qg0hGOte76XmCDDyjDC6cyt9FNNE0wmeER7lkosqA6yxa0zVLHKEEWxsiUNWqj ur4kMC62nIrSdApuxXvXm4n9eLzVRPciYTFJDJVkuilKOTIzmj6MhU5QYPrUE E8XssYiMscLE2Hhcm4K/+vM6adeq/mW1dn9VbtTzPIpwBudwAT7cQAPuoAktID CCZ3iFN0c4L86787FsLTj5zCn8gfP5A1QwjbM=</latexit>
b1
<latexit sha1_base64="15VmJfdlU AvAv37MfCQu1LCaXAU=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2W3Fuy x4MVjRfsB7VKyabYNTbJLkhXK0p/gSVAQr/4iT/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQ zbTzv2ylsbe/s7hX33YPDo+OT0ulZR8epIrRNYh6rXog15UzStmGG016iKBY hp91wervwu09UaRbLRzNLaCDwWLKIEWys9BAO/WGp7FW9JdAm8XNShhytYelr MIpJKqg0hGOt+76XmCDDyjDC6dytDFJNE0ymeEz7lkosqA6y5a1zVLHKCEWx siUNWqrur4kMC61nIrSdApuJXvcW4n9ePzVRI8iYTFJDJVktilKOTIwWj6MR U5QYPrMEE8XssYhMsMLE2Hhcm4K//vMm6dSq/nW1dl8vNxt5HkW4gEu4Ah9u oAl30II2EBjDM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi1Fpx85hz+wPn8AU4eja8=</latexit>
b2
<latexit sha1_base64="uJvATv8MbPrhLkroblORMYVyTRM=">AAAB63icbVBN SwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2W3Fuyx4MVjRfsB7VKyabYNTbJLkhXK0p/gSVAQr/4iT/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2ylsbe/s7hX33YPDo+OT0ulZR8epIrRNYh6 rXog15UzStmGG016iKBYhp91wervwu09UaRbLRzNLaCDwWLKIEWys9BAOa8NS2at6S6BN4uekDDlaw9LXYBSTVFBpCMda930vMUGGlWGE07lbGaSaJphM8Zj2LZVYUB 1ky1vnqGKVEYpiZUsatFTdXxMZFlrPRGg7BTYTve4txP+8fmqiRpAxmaSGSrJaFKUcmRgtHkcjpigxfGYJJorZYxGZYIWJsfG4NgV//edN0qlV/etq7b5ebjbyPIpwAZ dwBT7cQBPuoAVtIDCGZ3iFN0c4L86787FqLTj5zDn8gfP5A0+jjbA=</latexit>
b3
<latexit sha1_base64="Xy8QOybSrdFYFg9hWEl4NgOYs6A=">AAAB63ic bVBNSwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2W3Feyx4MVjRfsB7VKyabYNTbJLkhXK0p/gSVAQr/4iT/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2ylsbe/s7hX33YPDo+OT0ul ZR8epIrRNYh6rXog15UzStmGG016iKBYhp91wervwu09UaRbLRzNLaCDwWLKIEWys9BAO68NS2at6S6BN4uekDDlaw9LXYBSTVFBpCMda930vMUGGlWGE0 7lbGaSaJphM8Zj2LZVYUB1ky1vnqGKVEYpiZUsatFTdXxMZFlrPRGg7BTYTve4txP+8fmqiRpAxmaSGSrJaFKUcmRgtHkcjpigxfGYJJorZYxGZYIWJsfG4 NgV//edN0qlV/Xq1dn9dbjbyPIpwAZdwBT7cQBPuoAVtIDCGZ3iFN0c4L86787FqLTj5zDn8gfP5A1EojbE=</latexit>
b4
<latexit sha1_base64="phuReXp1wcm1AyIwoXeuNjUol2c=">AAAB63ic bVBNSwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2W3Fuyx4MVjRfsB7VKyabYNTbJLkhXK0p/gSVAQr/4iT/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2ylsbe/s7hX33YPDo+OT0ul ZR8epIrRNYh6rXog15UzStmGG016iKBYhp91wervwu09UaRbLRzNLaCDwWLKIEWys9BAO68NS2at6S6BN4uekDDlaw9LXYBSTVFBpCMda930vMUGGlWGE0 7lbGaSaJphM8Zj2LZVYUB1ky1vnqGKVEYpiZUsatFTdXxMZFlrPRGg7BTYTve4txP+8fmqiRpAxmaSGSrJaFKUcmRgtHkcjpigxfGYJJorZYxGZYIWJsfG4 NgV//edN0qlV/etq7b5ebjbyPIpwAZdwBT7cQBPuoAVtIDCGZ3iFN0c4L86787FqLTj5zDn8gfP5A1KtjbI=</latexit>
b5
<latexit sha1_base64="H0nM013ynmhelFRIxSxhNFUkRBk=">AAAB63icbVBN SwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2W3KvZY8OKxov2AdinZNNuGJtklyQpl6U/wJCiIV3+RJ/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737RQ2Nre2d4q77t7+weFR6fikreNUEdoiMY9 VN8SaciZpyzDDaTdRFIuQ0044uZ37nSeqNIvlo5kmNBB4JFnECDZWeggH14NS2at6C6B14uekDDmag9JXfxiTVFBpCMda93wvMUGGlWGE05lb6aeaJphM8Ij2LJVYUB 1ki1tnqGKVIYpiZUsatFDdXxMZFlpPRWg7BTZjverNxf+8XmqiepAxmaSGSrJcFKUcmRjNH0dDpigxfGoJJorZYxEZY4WJsfG4NgV/9ed10q5V/ctq7f6q3KjneRThDM 7hAny4gQbcQRNaQGAEz/AKb45wXpx352PZWnDymVP4A+fzB1QyjbM=</latexit>
b6
<latexit sha1_base64="XcZOsYmSqF6iMeMERMmachOWNUs=">AAAB63ic bVBNSwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2W3ivZY8OKxov2AdinZNNuGJtklyQpl6U/wJCiIV3+RJ/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737RQ2Nre2d4q77t7+weFR6fi kreNUEdoiMY9VN8SaciZpyzDDaTdRFIuQ0044uZ37nSeqNIvlo5kmNBB4JFnECDZWeggH14NS2at6C6B14uekDDmag9JXfxiTVFBpCMda93wvMUGGlWGE0 5lb6aeaJphM8Ij2LJVYUB1ki1tnqGKVIYpiZUsatFDdXxMZFlpPRWg7BTZjverNxf+8XmqiepAxmaSGSrJcFKUcmRjNH0dDpigxfGoJJorZYxEZY4WJsfG4 NgV/9ed10q5V/ctq7f6q3KjneRThDM7hAny4gQbcQRNaQGAEz/AKb45wXpx352PZWnDymVP4A+fzB1W3jbQ=</latexit>
b1
<latexit sha1_base64="15VmJfdlUAvAv37MfCQu1LCaXAU=">AAAB63icb VBNSwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2W3Fuyx4MVjRfsB7VKyabYNTbJLkhXK0p/gSVAQr/4iT/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2ylsbe/s7hX33YPDo+OT0ulZR 8epIrRNYh6rXog15UzStmGG016iKBYhp91wervwu09UaRbLRzNLaCDwWLKIEWys9BAO/WGp7FW9JdAm8XNShhytYelrMIpJKqg0hGOt+76XmCDDyjDC6dytDF JNE0ymeEz7lkosqA6y5a1zVLHKCEWxsiUNWqrur4kMC61nIrSdApuJXvcW4n9ePzVRI8iYTFJDJVktilKOTIwWj6MRU5QYPrMEE8XssYhMsMLE2Hhcm4K//v Mm6dSq/nW1dl8vNxt5HkW4gEu4Ah9uoAl30II2EBjDM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi1Fpx85hz+wPn8AU4eja8=</latexit>
“010101010101”
<latexit sha1_base64="DrhRfQXAB 9fBZ4rMvQmS6iA5cas=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeOjUZduhpaCq5JUQZd FNy4r2Ae0oZ1MJ+3QySTMTIQS+iWuBAVx66e48m+ctgG19VwuHM65l7lzgoQ zpV33y9rY3Nre2S3s2fsHh0dF5/ikpeJUEtokMY9lJ8CKciZoUzPNaSeRFEcB p+1gcjv3249UKhaLBz1NqB/hkWAhI1gbqe8UBwPX+6lS3ym7VXcBtE68nJQh R6PvfPaGMUkjKjThWKmu5ybaz7DUjHA6syu9VNEEkwke0a6hAkdU+dni8hmq GGWIwliaFhotVPvXRoYjpaZRYCYjrMdq1ZuL/3ndVIfXfsZEkmoqyPKhMOVI x2geAxoySYnmU0Mwkcwci8gYS0y0Ccs2KXirf14nrVrVu6jW7i/L9Zs8jwKcQ QnOwYMrqMMdNKAJBFJ4ghd4tTLr2Xqz3pejG1a+cwp/YH18A/h+kJg=</lat exit>
a1
<latexit sha1_base64="XY010TD3z7cwVn5sypDJNritJtA=">AAAB63icbVB NSwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2W3Fuyx4MVjRfsB7VKyabYNTbJLkhXK0p/gSVAQr/4iT/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2ylsbe/s7hX33YPDo+OT0ulZR8epIrRN Yh6rXog15UzStmGG016iKBYhp91wervwu09UaRbLRzNLaCDwWLKIEWys9ICH/rBU9qreEmiT+DkpQ47WsPQ1GMUkFVQawrHWfd9LTJBhZRjhdO5WBqmmCSZTPKZ9S yUWVAfZ8tY5qlhlhKJY2ZIGLVX310SGhdYzEdpOgc1Er3sL8T+vn5qoEWRMJqmhkqwWRSlHJkaLx9GIKUoMn1mCiWL2WEQmWGFibDyuTcFf/3mTdGpV/7pau6+Xm4 08jyJcwCVcgQ830IQ7aEEbCIzhGV7hzRHOi/PufKxaC04+cw5/4Hz+AEyXja4=</latexit>
a2
<latexit sha1_base64="0/BUhLNEKQXERYIXvzGdOQshplk=">AAAB63 icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2W3Fuyx4MVjRfsB7VKyabYNTbJLkhXK0p/gSVAQr/4iT/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2ylsbe/s7hX33YPDo+ OT0ulZR8epIrRNYh6rXog15UzStmGG016iKBYhp91wervwu09UaRbLRzNLaCDwWLKIEWys9ICHtWGp7FW9JdAm8XNShhytYelrMIpJKqg0hGOt+76XmC DDyjDC6dytDFJNE0ymeEz7lkosqA6y5a1zVLHKCEWxsiUNWqrur4kMC61nIrSdApuJXvcW4n9ePzVRI8iYTFJDJVktilKOTIwWj6MRU5QYPrMEE8XssY hMsMLE2Hhcm4K//vMm6dSq/nW1dl8vNxt5HkW4gEu4Ah9uoAl30II2EBjDM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi1Fpx85hz+wPn8AU4cja8=</latexit>
a3
<latexit sha1_base64="xDppuSXvh39nm55OTJkBRRXXPaQ=">AAAB63 icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2W3Feyx4MVjRfsB7VKyabYNTbJLkhXK0p/gSVAQr/4iT/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2ylsbe/s7hX33YPDo+ OT0ulZR8epIrRNYh6rXog15UzStmGG016iKBYhp91wervwu09UaRbLRzNLaCDwWLKIEWys9ICH9WGp7FW9JdAm8XNShhytYelrMIpJKqg0hGOt+76XmC DDyjDC6dytDFJNE0ymeEz7lkosqA6y5a1zVLHKCEWxsiUNWqrur4kMC61nIrSdApuJXvcW4n9ePzVRI8iYTFJDJVktilKOTIwWj6MRU5QYPrMEE8XssY hMsMLE2Hhcm4K//vMm6dSqfr1au78uNxt5HkW4gEu4Ah9uoAl30II2EBjDM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi1Fpx85hz+wPn8AU+hjbA=</latexit>
a4
<latexit sha1_base64="zaPBGUQF+0KIznnIMmGRaTSp+q4=">AAAB63icbV BNSwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2W3Fuyx4MVjRfsB7VKyabYNTbJLkhXK0p/gSVAQr/4iT/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv2ylsbe/s7hX33YPDo+OT0ulZR8epI rRNYh6rXog15UzStmGG016iKBYhp91wervwu09UaRbLRzNLaCDwWLKIEWys9ICH9WGp7FW9JdAm8XNShhytYelrMIpJKqg0hGOt+76XmCDDyjDC6dytDFJNE0ym eEz7lkosqA6y5a1zVLHKCEWxsiUNWqrur4kMC61nIrSdApuJXvcW4n9ePzVRI8iYTFJDJVktilKOTIwWj6MRU5QYPrMEE8XssYhMsMLE2Hhcm4K//vMm6dSq/nW 1dl8vNxt5HkW4gEu4Ah9uoAl30II2EBjDM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi1Fpx85hz+wPn8AVEmjbE=</latexit>
a5
<latexit sha1_base64="sBr8PNGpkjJGtkiRhEz0NrZszkM=">AAAB63icbV BNSwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2W3KvZY8OKxov2AdinZNNuGJtklyQpl6U/wJCiIV3+RJ/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737RQ2Nre2d4q77t7+weFR6fikreNUE doiMY9VN8SaciZpyzDDaTdRFIuQ0044uZ37nSeqNIvlo5kmNBB4JFnECDZWesCD60Gp7FW9BdA68XNShhzNQemrP4xJKqg0hGOte76XmCDDyjDC6cyt9FNNE0wm eER7lkosqA6yxa0zVLHKEEWxsiUNWqjur4kMC62nIrSdApuxXvXm4n9eLzVRPciYTFJDJVkuilKOTIzmj6MhU5QYPrUEE8XssYiMscLE2Hhcm4K/+vM6adeq/mW 1dn9VbtTzPIpwBudwAT7cQAPuoAktIDCCZ3iFN0c4L86787FsLTj5zCn8gfP5A1KrjbI=</latexit>
a6
<latexit sha1_base64="/QHGGFzn+vVi67cjkuYJCXN6Iu0=">AAAB63icbV BNSwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2W3ivZY8OKxov2AdinZNNuGJtklyQpl6U/wJCiIV3+RJ/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737RQ2Nre2d4q77t7+weFR6fikreNUE doiMY9VN8SaciZpyzDDaTdRFIuQ0044uZ37nSeqNIvlo5kmNBB4JFnECDZWesCD60Gp7FW9BdA68XNShhzNQemrP4xJKqg0hGOte76XmCDDyjDC6cyt9FNNE0wm eER7lkosqA6yxa0zVLHKEEWxsiUNWqjur4kMC62nIrSdApuxXvXm4n9eLzVRPciYTFJDJVkuilKOTIzmj6MhU5QYPrUEE8XssYiMscLE2Hhcm4K/+vM6adeq/mW 1dn9VbtTzPIpwBudwAT7cQAPuoAktIDCCZ3iFN0c4L86787FsLTj5zCn8gfP5A1QwjbM=</latexit>
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FIGURE 5. Twisted prisms (top), bands (middle), and strings (bottom). Left is a convex
hexagonal antiprism. Right are two non-convex antiprisms resulted by twisting the top
facet of left counterclockwise or clockwise, respectively.
The degree of a vertex of an Sn,m-prismatoid is the number of edges shared at this vertex. An equiv-
alent definition of a twisted prism is: a twisted prism is an Sn,n-prismatoid whose vertices all have
degree 4.
Note that a twisted prism might be convex or non-convex. We are interesting a special type of non-
convex twisted prisms. Let P be a non-convex twisted prism whose base is an n-gon. We call P a
pure non-convex twisted prism if there are exactly n non-convex edges in its boundary. For examples,
the two non-convex prisms in Figure 5 are pure. In particular, all Rambau’s non-convex twisted prisms
are pure.
We comment that our definition of twisted prisms is slightly more general than Rambau’s definition [10]
in such a way that it does not require that the top and bottom facets are strictly congruent. They may
be two different convex n-gons.
2.4. Decompositions of Sn,m-Prismatoids. Let P be a prismatoid. a triangulation T of P is a 3d
geometric simplicial complex such that the union of all simplices of T is P , i.e., the underlying space
of T is P . A triangulation of P may contain additional vertices, which are not vertices of P . These
vertices are called Steiner points of P . In this paper, we are only interested in those triangulations
of P which contain no Steiner points. We say a prismatoid is triangulable if it admits a triangulation
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without Steiner points. Otherwise, it is non-triangulable. It is well-known that some prismatoids are
non-triangulable, such as the Schönhardt polyhedron as well as Rambau polyhedra.
Let P1 and P2 be two Sn,m-prismatoids, respectively. Let Vert(P1) and Vert(P2) be the vertex sets of
P1 and P2, respectively, and let Vol(P1) and Vol(P2) be the volumes of P1 and P2, respectively We
say that P1 is smaller than P2 if
(1) Vert(P1) ⊆ Vert(P2); and
(2) Vol(P1) < Vol(P2).
(1) means that P1 and P2 share the same vertex set of P2, while (2) means that the volume of P1 is
strictly less than that of P2. Note that (2) must hold if the number of vertices of P1 is strictly less than
that of P2, i.e., Vert(P1) ⊆ Vert(P2) Note that if P1 and P2 have different vertices, than they are not
comparable.
We say that an Sn,m-prismatoid is decomposable if it is either a single tetrahedron (i.e, an S1,3 or S2,2)
or there exists a partition of it into two smaller Sn,m-prismatoids without using Steiner point such that
the two prismatoids share no interior points, i.e., they only share at their common boundary facets.




Delaunay triangulations exist in all dimensions.
Why haven’t CDTs been generalized beyond E²?
One reason:  not every polyhedron can be
tetrahedralized without extra vertices.
Schönhardt’s
polyhedron
The vector stencils library "Solid geometry" contains 15 shapes of solid geometric figures. "In mathematics, solid geometry was the 
traditional name for the geometry of three-dimensional Euclidean space - for practical purposes the kind of space we live in. It was 
developed following the development of plane geometry. Stereometry deals with the measurements of volumes of various solid 
figures including cylinder, circular cone, truncated cone, sphere, and prisms. The Pythagoreans had dealt with the regular solids, but 
the pyramid, prism, cone and cylinder were not studied until the Platonists. Eudoxus established their measurement, proving the 
pyramid and cone to have one-third the volume of a prism and cylinder on the same base and of the same height, and was probably 
the discoverer of a proof that the volume of a sphere is proportional to the cube of its radius." [Solid geometry. Wikipedia] The shapes 
example "Design elements - Solid geometry" was created using the ConceptDraw PRO diagramming and vector drawing software 
extended with the Mathematics solution from the Science and Education area of ConceptDraw Solution Park.
https://conceptdraw.com/a714c3/preview
prismatoid-2019-05-24_P_3_5.blend







                     
Abb. 5a–c: P ismatoidzerlegung nach Steiner
Verschwund n sind die Prismatoide vermutlich aus unser n Schulbüchern, weil die 
Berechnung oder Bestimmung der Mittelschnitte mit räumlichen Anwendungen 
des Pythagorassatzes durchaus mühsam sein kann – man denke nur an die Berech-
nung der platonischen Körper. Es ist freilich schwer nachzuvollziehen, warum die 
Schultradition die Pyramidenstumpfformel mit geometrischem Mittel der viel all-
gemeineren Simpson-Regel vorzog. Auch das heute beliebte Alibi für eine gerade-
zu verstümmelte Stereometrie in Klasse 10, es reiche völlig, die Rauminhaltsbe-
stimmung der „viel allgemeineren“ Integralrechnung zu überlassen, ist in Bezug 
auf Polyeder, wirkliche Querschnittsberechnungen und auf die damit zu verbin-
dende Sekundärintuition gewiss nicht zu halten. Im Alltag wohnen, leben und mes-
sen wir in Polyedern! Hier hätte zudem ein wenig Koordinatenrechnung im Raum 
einen durchaus sinnvollen, nämlich Raumanschauung fördernden, Platz. 
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FIGURE 6. An illustration of the difference of the definitions of being triangulable and
decomposable of a prismatoid.
The difference of being triangulable and being decomposable for a given prismatoid is following (see
Figure 6): a triangulable prismatoid is also decomposable but not vice versa. A non-triangulable pris-
matoid might still be decomposable. While an indecomposable prismatoid must be non-triangulable.
3. NEW RESULTS ON DECOMPOSITION OF Sn,m ’S
In this section, we will prove two theorems about the decomposability of Sn,m’s.
Theorem 1. A twisted prism is indecomposable if and only if it does not contain interior edges.
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Theorem 2. An Sn,m-prismatoid P can be decomposed with no Steiner points into the union of two
sets T and P , where T is a set of tetrahedra and P is a set of indecomposable twisted prisms. All
elements in T and P have disjoint interiors.
3.1. Outline of the proof. Recall an ear of a two-dimensional polygon is defined as a vertex v of this
polygon such that the line segment between the two neighbors of v lies entirely in the interior of the
polygon The two-ears-theorem [9] states that every simple polygon with more than three vertices has
at least two ears, vertices that can be removed from the polygon without introducing any crossings.
This theorem can be used to show that every two-dimensional simple polygon can be triangulated.
The analogue of “an earöf a 3d polyhedron is a degree 3 vertex, which has exactly 3 boundary edges
of this polyhedron connecting to it, see Figure 7 Left. The following lemma shows that if an Sn,m
contains a degree 3 vertex then it can be reduced to a smaller prismatoid which does not contain that








FIGURE 7. Left: an Sn,m-prismatoid contains a degree 3 vertex ai. Right: this prisma-
toid is separated by the tetrahedron {ai−1, ai, ai+1, bj} and a (n−1,m)-prismatoid.
Lemma 3. If an Sn,m-prismatoid with more than 5 vertices contains a degree 3 vertex, then it can be
dissected into a tetrahedron and a smaller Sn,m-prismatoid without Steiner point.
Proof. Let P be an Sn,m. A triangular face is an interior face of P if its three vertices are vertices of
P and it is not a boundary facet of P . We prove this lemma in the following two steps:
(1) a degree 3 vertex defines an interior face of P ; and
(2) P can be separated by cutting along this interior face.
Without loss of generality, we assume P contains a degree 3 vertex ai in its top facet, and the three
boundary edges ofP containing ai are {ai, ai−1}, {ai, ai+1}, {ai, bj}. Then the face {ai−1, ai+1, bj}
is an interior face, see Figure 7 Left.
Our proof of (2) is based on the following observation. Let our eye be at ai, and we’re looking into
the interior of P . Our viewing volume is restricted by a cone with apex ai and three boundary faces
f1 := {ai, ai−1, bj}, f2 := {ai, ai+1, bj}, and f3 := {ai, ai−1, ai+1}. Note that f1, f2 are original
boundary facets of P . Since the edge {ai−1, ai+1} lies in the interior of the top facet, the triangle f3
is an ear in top facet. By the property (iii) of P , which requires that P contains no self-intersected
boundary facets.
The above facts together imply the fact that all interior points of the tetrahedron {ai−1, ai, ai+1, bj} are
interior points of P . Furthermore, the visibility to the four corners from any interior point of {ai−1, ai,
ai+1, bj} is not block by any boundary facet of P .
Therefore, the tetrahedron {ai−1, ai, ai+1, bj} can be separated from P which results an Sn−1,m-
prismatoid P ′ with {ai−1, ai+1, bj} as its boundary facet. 
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By the above lemma, as long as an Sn,m-prismatoid contains a degree 3 vertex, it is decomposable.
Since a wedge can not be a twisted prism. The above lemma immediately implies the following fact.
Corollary 4. All S2,m-prismatoids, m ≥ 2, can be triangulated without Steiner points.
If a twisted prism which is not pure can still be decompose by removing a tetrahedron. Therefore we
can easily get the following corollary.
Corollary 5. All Sn,m-prismatoids except pure non-convex twisted prisms are decomposable.
Since not all pure non-convex twisted prisms are indecomposable, we still need to find the condition to
characterise whether a pure non-convex twisted prism is indecomposable or not. Consider a twisted
prism P . Call an edge {ai, bj} an interior edge of P if both ai and bj are vertices of P and {ai, bj}
is not a boundary edge of P , and the interior of {ai, bj} lies in P , see Figure 14 Left. The following
lemma is crucial to reach this condition. It shows as long as there exists an interior edge of P , then P
is decomposable. An example of this lemma is shown in Figure 14 Right. The proof of this lemma is












FIGURE 8. A twisted prism (left) (an S8,8) contains an interior edge {ai, bj} (shown in
pink). It is decomposed into two prismatoids, an S4,5 and an S5,6 (right) at this interior
edge {ai, bj} and two chosen interior fa es {ai, au, bj} and {ai, bv, bj} of the prism.
Lemma 6. If a pure non-convex twisted prism contains an interior edge, then it can be decomposed
into two smaller prismatoids without Steiner point.
Theorem 1 is then proved by the reserve of Lemma 6.
Proof of Theorem 2. This theorem can be proven by combining Lemma 3 and Lemma 6.
Proof. Given an Sn,m, as long as it is not a twisted prism, it can be dissected into a set of tetrahedra
and a twisted prism. If the twisted prism admits at least one interior edge, it can be dissected into
two smaller simplicial prismatoids. The above process can be repeated until either no twisted prism is
remaining or the remaining twisted prisms are indecomposable. 
3.2. Proof of Lemma 6. We will prove this lemma by showing: if an interior edge exists, then there
must exist four interior faces which share at this edge, and the original twisted prism can be separated
into two smaller prismatoids by these faces on their boundary.
Let P be a pure non-convex twisted prism whose base is a convex n-gon, n > 3. Without loss of
generality, we assume that the top facet of P is twisted counterclockwise against its bottom facet, see
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FIGURE 9. The labelling of vertices of a pure non-convex twisted prism (top) and its
transformed band in the plane (bottom). Red edges are locally non-convex edges of
this prism. The edge {ai, bj} is an interior edge. Left: the four edges in the band of
the prism. Right: the four faces at the interior edge {ai, bj}.
Figure 9. Also, we label the vertices of the top and bottom facets of P in a way such that the edge
{ai, bi} are locally non-convex edge of P , i = 1, · · · , n, see Figure 9.
Let {ai, bj} be an interior edge of P . The indices i and j are within the cyclic sequence {1, · · · , n}.
By our specific labelling of the vertices, i.e., {ai, bi} refers to a non-convex edge, i and j must satisfy
the following condition (additions and subtractions of indices are all modulo n):
(1) j 6∈ {i, i+ 1, i+ 2} (equivalently i 6∈ {j, j − 1, j − 2}).
Consider the edges connecting at vertices ai and bj in the band, which are:
(2)
ai {ai, bi} {ai, bi+1}
bj {bj, aj−1} {bj, aj}
Each of these boundary edges forms a face which share at the edge {ai, bj}. There are four faces,
which can be sorted into two groups, Fai which are faces containing two vertices in the top facet, and
Fbj which are faces containing two vertices in the bottom facet (see Figure 9), i.e.,
(3)
Fai {ai, aj−1, bj} {ai, aj, bj}
Fbj {ai, bi, bj} {ai, bi+1, bj}
Given a pair of distinct indices i, j ∈ {1, · · · , n} satisfying (1), the four faces in Table (3) exist and
they are distinct.
We prove that these four faces in Table (3) are interior faces of P . It is sufficient to show that all these
faces satisfy the following two facts:
(i) they do not intersect any boundary facet of P in its interior, and
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(ii) all interior vertices of these faces are interior vertices of P .
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FIGURE 10. Projecting the twisted prism P onto a plane orthogonal to the line direc-
tion of the edge {ai, bj}.
We project the prism P along the line containing the edge aibj onto a plane further than bj , see
Figure 10. This plane’s normal is defined by the edge vector. Denote a′i be the projection of ai in
this plane, and the same for other vertices of P . This projection of P (in the plane) has the following
properties:
 P is projected into a (non-convex) region, denoted as R, in this plane, i.e, the shaded area in
Figure 10.
 The projection of the edge {ai, bj} is coincident at one point in R. The four faces in Table (3)
are projected into the four edges, shown in blue in Figure 10.
 Each side facet of P is projected into either a triangle or a line segment in R, an example of
the facet {aj−2, bj−2, bj−1} and its projection {a′j−2, b′j−2, b′j−1} is highlighted in Figure 10. In
particular, a facet is projected into a line segment if it is parallel to the edge {ai, bj}.
By this particular projection, we can verify the geometric fact: if the projection of a side facet of P in
R does not cross the projection of the four faces, then they do not intersect in their interior in R3.
Observing the image of the projection of P (Figure 10 Right). The four edges {a′j, b′j}, {a′j−1, b′j},
{a′i, b′j}, and {a′i+1, b′j} are not overlapping any other projected triangles in the plane. This phenom-
enon implies that the interior of these two faces do not intersect any other boundary facets of P in R3.
From this observation, let us formally prove this fact.
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FIGURE 11. Proof of Lemma 6. Projecting a pure non-convex twisted prism (left) onto
a plane orthogonal to the line direction of the dge {ai, bj} (right).
The projections of the top and bottom polygons of P in the plane are two convex polygons which must
intersect each other. In general, there are two intersection points, one of them must be the double-
point, a′i and b
′
j , which is the projection of the edge {ai, bj}, see Figure 11. It is possible that these two
polygons intersect at only one point. In this case, this point must be the double-point, see Figure 10.
Based on this double-point, a′i and b
′
j , we can divide the projected vertices of P into four sets:
A1 := {a′j, a′j+1, · · · , a′n−1, a′n, · · · , a′i};
A2 := {a′i, a′i+1, · · · , a′j−1};
B1 := {b′j, b′j+1, · · · , b′n−1, b′n, · · · , b′i};
B2 := {b′i+1, b′i+2, · · · , b′j};
We prove that any projected boundary facet of P must not cross the four edges {a′i, b′i}, {a′i, b′i+1},
{a′j, b′j}, and {a′j, b′j−1}. Let t be a boundary triangular facet of P , and t′ be the projected triangle
(may be an edge) in the plane. The vertices of t′ must be one of the following cases:
(1) The vertices of t′ are in A1 ∪ B1. All vertices are on the projected base polygons of P . Due to
the convexity of the base polygons of P , t′ must not cross any of the four edges.
(2) The vertices of t′ are in A1 ∪ B2. This case is not possible. Without less of generality, let
t′ := {a′u, b′u, b′u−1}, see Figure 12. Since a′u ∈ A1, then j ≤ u′ ≤ i + n. Since b′u ∈ B2,
then i ≤ u′ ≤ j. A contradiction.
(3) The vertices of t′ are in A2 ∪B1. This case is not possible due to the same reason as case (2).
(4) The vertices of t′ are in A2 ∪ B2. Assume t′ is a triangle (not an edge). We show that t′ must
not intersect any of these four edges. Assume the contrary, t′ does cross these edges. Without
loss of generally, let t′ := {a′v, b′v, b′v+1}, where a′v ∈ A2 and b′v, b′v+1 ∈ B2, and assume t′
intersect the edges {b′i+1, a′i} and {a′j−1, b′j}, see Figure 13. If this happens, there must exists
a boundary facet of P which cuts the edge {ai, bj}, which implies that {ai, bj} is not an interior
edge of P , a contradiction.
Hence the projection of these two faces in the plane must be two edges which are not crossing by
any other projected facets of P in this plane. By the property (iii) of an Sn,m, i.e., P is embedded in
R3, it contains no self-intersected boundary faces. This shows that the two faces {ai, aj, bj, } and
{ai, aj−1, bj, } do not intersect other side facets of P in their interiors. This proves (i).
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<latexit sha1_base64="60k3utcdTW QOGwRbenuQ9QNF/WI=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSRVsMeCF48V 7Ae0oUy2m3btZhN2N0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O2vr G5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4peNUUdaksYhVJ0DNBJesabgRrJMohlEgWDsY38789hNT msfywUwS5kc4lDzkFI2V2tjPHi+9ab9UdivuHGSVeDkpQ45Gv/TVG8Q0jZg0VKD WXc9NjJ+hMpwKNi32Us0SpGMcsq6lEiOm/Wx+7pScW2VAwljZkobM1d8TGUZaT6L AdkZoRnrZm4n/ed3UhDU/4zJJDZN0sShMBTExmf1OBlwxasTEEqSK21sJHaFCamx CRRuCt/zyKmlVK95VpXp/Xa7X8jgKcApncAEe3EAd7qABTaAwhmd4hTcncV6cd+ dj0brm5DMn8AfO5w/eLY86</latexit>
bn
<latexit sha1_base64="0hRJXKYaDv 1FEsAV+u1KJxqMUdM=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV7LHgxWMF 0xbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gYvHhTx6g/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/nY3N re2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLa1kmmGPosEYnqhlSj4BJ9w43AbqqQxqHATji5m/udJ1Sa J/LRTFMMYjqSPOKMGiv54SCXs0Gl6tbcBcg68QpShQKtQeWrP0xYFqM0TFCte56 bmiCnynAmcFbuZxpTyiZ0hD1LJY1RB/ni2Bm5tMqQRImyJQ1ZqL8nchprPY1D2xl TM9ar3lz8z+tlJmoEOZdpZlCy5aIoE8QkZP45GXKFzIipJZQpbm8lbEwVZcbmU7Y heKsvr5N2veZd1+oPN9Vmo4ijBOdwAVfgwS004R5a4AMDDs/wCm+OdF6cd+dj2b rhFDNn8AfO5w8Joo7N</latexit>
an<latexit sha1_ba se64="qSGFldcGOxZ46E0i/65nJd/5vx I=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69 LBbBU0mqYI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbs ToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3 w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCo fHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa 0yiQvBNMbud+54lrI2L1iNOE+xEdKRE KRtFKD3SgBuWKW3UXIOvEy0kFcjQH5a/ +MGZpxBUySY3peW6CfkY1Cib5rNRPDU8 om9AR71mqaMSNny1OnZELqwxJGGtbCsl C/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5diWPc zoZIUuWLLRWEqCcZk/jcZCs0ZyqkllGl hbyVsTDVlaNMp2RC81ZfXSbtW9a6qtfv rSqOex1GEMziHS/DgBhpwB01oAYMRPM MrvDnSeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD5zPH0Nmjc A=</latexit>
an 1<latexit sha1_ba se64="S42gY/W/E6JZw+RmAOiN9W7952 A=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69 LBbBiyWpgj0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLN5uw OxFK6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHe DDPzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj 8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJto TqNA8k4wuZv7nSeujYjVI04T7kd0pEQ oGEUrdeggU1febFCuuFV3AbJOvJxUIEd zUP7qD2OWRlwhk9SYnucm6GdUo2CSz0r 91PCEsgkd8Z6likbc+Nni3Bm5sMqQhLG 2pZAs1N8TGY2MmUaB7Ywojs2qNxf/83o phnU/EypJkSu2XBSmkmBM5r+TodCcoZx aQpkW9lbCxlRThjahkg3BW315nbRrVe+ 6Wnu4qTTqeRxFOINzuAQPbqEB99CEFj CYwDO8wpuTOC/Ou/OxbC04+cwp/IHz+Q PkSY8+</latexit> a0n
<latexit sha1_base64="r5dce6gWyt+W7HyCj91QfddupoA=">AAAB63icbVBN S8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbRU0mqYI8FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9C948aCIV/+QN/+NmzQHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcyZNq777ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJV0eJIrRDIh6p foA15UzSjmGG036sKBYBp71gdpf5vSeqNIvko5nH1Bd4IlnICDaZhEfyclStuXU3B1onXkFqUKA9qn4NxxFJBJWGcKz1wHNj46dYGUY4XVSGiaYxJjM8oQNLJRZU+2l +6wJdWGWMwkjZkgbl6u+JFAut5yKwnQKbqV71MvE/b5CYsOmnTMaJoZIsF4UJRyZC2eNozBQlhs8twUQxeysiU6wwMTaeig3BW315nXQbde+63ni4qbWaRRxlOINzuAI PbqEF99CGDhCYwjO8wpsjnBfn3flYtpacYuYU/sD5/AGkmI3x</latexit>
a0n 1
<latexit sha1_base64="mJUgbQNDSRjZ6eJ/fMKKJs1P5Ak=">AAAB73icbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPoxbAbBXMMePEYwTwgWcLspDcZMju7zswKYclPePGgiFd/x5t/4+Rx0MSChqKqm+6uIBFcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqeNUMWywWMSq HVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR7dRvPaHSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1FipTXuZvPQm571iyS27M5BV4i1ICRao94pf3X7M0gilYYJq3fHcxPgZVYYzgZNCN9WYUDaiA+xYKmm E2s9m907ImVX6JIyVLWnITP09kdFI63EU2M6ImqFe9qbif14nNWHVz7hMUoOSzReFqSAmJtPnSZ8rZEaMLaFMcXsrYUOqKDM2ooINwVt+eZU0K2Xvqly5vy7Vqos48nA Cp3ABHtxADe6gDg1gIOAZXuHNeXRenHfnY96acxYzx/AHzucPRuiPbw==</latexit>
a0j
<latexit sha1_base64="fWCT8vEljroJaZlY4TKWnpLQV38=">AAAB63icbVBN SwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbRU9ltBXssePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1jk+ySZIWy9C948aCIV/+QN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTjo4SRWibRDxS vQBrypmkbcMMp71YUSwCTrvB9Dbzu09UaRbJBzOLqS/wWLKQEWwyCQ8fL4flilt1F0DrxMtJBXK0huWvwSgiiaDSEI617ntubPwUK8MIp/PSINE0xmSKx7RvqcSCaj9 d3DpHF1YZoTBStqRBC/X3RIqF1jMR2E6BzUSvepn4n9dPTNjwUybjxFBJlovChCMToexxNGKKEsNnlmCimL0VkQlWmBgbT8mG4K2+vE46tapXr9buryvNRh5HEc7gHK7 Agxtowh20oA0EJvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AnoSN7Q==</latexit>
a0j 1




<latexit sha1_base64="t8vvPSqfAfgma9f8U45sjTVcsTk=">AAAB83icbVBN SwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYJF6kLJbBXssePFYwX5AuyzZNNvGZrNLkhXK0r/hxYMiXv0z3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2jjON1pb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHbR2nirIWjUWs ugHRTHDJWoYbwbqJYiQKBOsE49uZ33liSvNYPphJwryIDCUPOSXGSn3iZ3xaucSB/1jxS2Wn6syBV4mbkzLkaPqlr/4gpmnEpKGCaN1zncR4GVGGU8GmxX6qWULomAx Zz1JJIqa9bH7zFJ9bZYDDWNmSBs/V3xMZibSeRIHtjIgZ6WVvJv7n9VIT1r2MyyQ1TNLFojAV2MR4FgAecMWoERNLCFXc3orpiChCjY2paENwl19eJe1a1b2q1u6vy41 6HkcBTuEMLsCFG2jAHTShBRQSeIZXeEMpekHv6GPRuobymRP4A/T5A8VbkNI=</latexit>
b0i
<latexit sha1_base64="4tBTH6TkUcw2MUYxaRDHop3Pbek=">AAAB63icbVBN S8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbRU0mqYI8FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9C948aCIV/+QN/+NmzQHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcyZNq777ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJV0eJIrRDIh6p foA15UzSjmGG036sKBYBp71gdpf5vSeqNIvko5nH1Bd4IlnICDaZFIzY5ahac+tuDrROvILUoEB7VP0ajiOSCCoN4VjrgefGxk+xMoxwuqgME01jTGZ4QgeWSiyo9tP 81gW6sMoYhZGyJQ3K1d8TKRZaz0VgOwU2U73qZeJ/3iAxYdNPmYwTQyVZLgoTjkyEssfRmClKDJ9bgoli9lZEplhhYmw8FRuCt/ryOuk26t51vfFwU2s1izjKcAbncAU e3EIL7qENHSAwhWd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxbC05xcwp/IHz+QOeho3t</latexit> b0i+1
<latexit sha1_base64="OQI0I0PAsZjskmWCtT7j9RM5K+0=">AAAB73icbVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMoCGE3CuYY8OIxgnlAsoTZyWwyZHZ2nekVwpKf8OJBEa/+jjf/xsnjoIkFDUVVN91dQSKFQdf9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoaeJUM95gsYx1 O6CGS6F4AwVK3k40p1EgeSsY3U791hPXRsTqAccJ9yM6UCIUjKKV2kEvE5fe5LxXLLlldwaySrwFKcEC9V7xq9uPWRpxhUxSYzqem6CfUY2CST4pdFPDE8pGdMA7lio aceNns3sn5MwqfRLG2pZCMlN/T2Q0MmYcBbYzojg0y95U/M/rpBhW/UyoJEWu2HxRmEqCMZk+T/pCc4ZybAllWthbCRtSTRnaiAo2BG/55VXSrJS9q3Ll/rpUqy7iyMM JnMIFeHADNbiDOjSAgYRneIU359F5cd6dj3lrzlnMHMMfOJ8/Pb2PaQ==</latexit>
b0n
<latexit sha1_base64="DzmQUGp6waImEsH5ZmdZm4thnSc=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh6 9BIvoqeyqoCcpePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jQorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gaVSqKWtQJZRuh8QwwSVrWG4FayeakTgUrBWObqd+64lpw5V8sOOEBTEZ SB5xSqyTmmEvk5PTXrniVb0Z8DLxc1KBHPVe+avbVzSNmbRUEGM6vpfYICPacirYpNRNDUsIHZEB6zgqScxMkM2uneATp/RxpLQrafFM/T2RkdiYcRy6zpjYoVn0puJ/Xie10XWQcZmklkk6XxSlAluFp6/jP teMWjF2hFDN3a2YDokm1LqASi4Ef/HlZdI8r/oX1fP7y0rtJo+jCEdwDGfgwxXU4A7q0AAKj/AMr/CGFHpB7+hj3lpA+cwh/AH6/AFtn48E</latexit>
prism_decompose_general_projection_counter_case1
au
<latexit sha1_base64="spH/6qO1pI huDP3ZF2X/qnb4IHw=">AAAB6nicdVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9lUse2t6MVj RfsB7VKyabYNzWaXJCuUpT/BiwdFvPqLvPlvzLYVVPTBwOO9GWbm+bHg2rjuh5Nb WV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHbR0lirIWjUSkuj7RTHDJWoYbwbqxYiT0Bev4k6vM79wz pXkk78w0Zl5IRpIHnBJjpVsySAbFklt2XRdjjDKCqxeuJfV6rYJrCGeWRQmWaA6 K7/1hRJOQSUMF0bqH3dh4KVGGU8FmhX6iWUzohIxYz1JJQqa9dH7qDJ1YZYiCSNm SBs3V7xMpCbWehr7tDIkZ699eJv7l9RIT1LyUyzgxTNLFoiARyEQo+xsNuWLUiKk lhCpub0V0TBShxqZTsCF8fYr+J+1KGZ+VKzfnpcblMo48HMExnAKGKjTgGprQAg ojeIAneHaE8+i8OK+L1pyznDmEH3DePgGd+o4H</latexit>
bu
<latexit sha1_base64="hstZpJaOBj JKIuYtNB4mnwJyj2U=">AAAB6nicdVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9lUse2t6MVj RfsB7VKyabYNzWaXJCuUpT/BiwdFvPqLvPlvzLYVVPTBwOO9GWbm+bHg2rjuh5Nb WV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHbR0lirIWjUSkuj7RTHDJWoYbwbqxYiT0Bev4k6vM79wz pXkk78w0Zl5IRpIHnBJjpVt/kAyKJbfsui7GGGUEVy9cS+r1WgXXEM4sixIs0Rw U3/vDiCYhk4YKonUPu7HxUqIMp4LNCv1Es5jQCRmxnqWShEx76fzUGTqxyhAFkbI lDZqr3ydSEmo9DX3bGRIz1r+9TPzL6yUmqHkpl3FimKSLRUEikIlQ9jcacsWoEVN LCFXc3oromChCjU2nYEP4+hT9T9qVMj4rV27OS43LZRx5OIJjOAUMVWjANTShBR RG8ABP8OwI59F5cV4XrTlnOXMIP+C8fQKfgI4I</latexit>
bu+1
<latexit sha1_base64="9zZTODP0/gC3wU6U3rlBQB460ck=">AAAB7nicdVDL SgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGEmikluQS8eI5gHJEuYncwmQ2YfzMwKYclHePGgiFe/x5t/42wSQUULGoqqbrq7vFgKbTD+cHIrq2vrG/nNwtb2zu5ecf+graNEMd5ikYxU 16OaSxHylhFG8m6sOA08yTve5DrzO/dcaRGFd2Yaczego1D4glFjpY43SJMzMhsUS7iMMSaEoIyQ6iW2pF6vVUgNkcyyKMESzUHxvT+MWBLw0DBJte4RHBs3pcoIJvm s0E80jymb0BHvWRrSgGs3nZ87QydWGSI/UrZCg+bq94mUBlpPA892BtSM9W8vE//yeonxa24qwjgxPGSLRX4ikYlQ9jsaCsWZkVNLKFPC3orYmCrKjE2oYEP4+hT9T9q VMjkvV24vSo2rZRx5OIJjOAUCVWjADTShBQwm8ABP8OzEzqPz4rwuWnPOcuYQfsB5+wQ9f4+E</latexit>
b0u+1
<latexit sha1_base64="Z46gCsl+1vJu/SacDj1ySexjGkI=">AAAB73icdVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRZREMqmim1vRS8eK9gPaJeST dM2NJtdk6xQlv4JLx4U8erf8ea/MdtWUNEHA4/3ZpiZ50eCa+O6H05maXlldS27ntvY3Nreye/uNXUYK8oaNBShavtEM8ElaxhuBGtHipHAF6zlj69Sv3XPlOahvDWTiHkBGUo+4JQYK7X9XhKf4ulxL19wi67rYoxRSnD5wrWkWq2UcAXh1LIowAL1Xv692w9pHDBpqCBad7AbGS 8hynAq2DTXjTWLCB2TIetYKknAtJfM7p2iI6v00SBUtqRBM/X7REICrSeBbzsDYkb6t5eKf3md2AwqXsJlFBsm6XzRIBbIhCh9HvW5YtSIiSWEKm5vRXREFKHGRpSzIXx9iv4nzVIRnxVLN+eF2uUijiwcwCGcAIYy1OAa6tAACgIe4AmenTvn0XlxXuetGWcxsw8/4Lx9AqAVj7U =</latexit>
b0u
<latexit sha1_base64="/EAPPofZ1Cu35Y+BWhQoGNXswq8=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWERXJali213RjcsK 9gHtUDJppo3NJEOSEcrQf3DjQhG3/o87/8ZMW0FFD1w4nHMv994TxIIbi9CHt7S8srq2ntvIb25t7+wW9vZbRiWasiZVQulOQAwTXLKm5VawTqwZiQLB2sH4KvPb90wbruStncTMj8hQ8pBTYp3UCvppMj3pF4qohBDCGMOM4MoFcqRWq5ZxFeLMciiCBRr 9wntvoGgSMWmpIMZ0MYqtnxJtORVsmu8lhsWEjsmQdR2VJGLGT2fXTuGxUwYwVNqVtHCmfp9ISWTMJApcZ0TsyPz2MvEvr5vYsOqnXMaJZZLOF4WJgFbB7HU44JpRKyaOEKq5uxXSEdGEWhdQ3oXw9Sn8n7TKJXxWKt+cF+uXizhy4BAcgVOAQQXUwTVogC ag4A48gCfw7Cnv0XvxXuetS95i5gD8gPf2CcZzj0U=</latexit>
a0u
<latexit sha1_base64="yEClh+aC3R6kj3o7BPM6M2ljBQY=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWERXJa li213RjcsK9gHtUDJppo3NJEOSEcrQf3DjQhG3/o87/8ZMW0FFD1w4nHMv994TxIIbi9CHt7S8srq2ntvIb25t7+wW9vZbRiWasiZVQulOQAwTXLKm5VawTqwZiQLB2sH4KvPb90wbruStncTMj8hQ8pBTYp3UIv00mZ70C0VUQg hhjGFGcOUCOVKrVcu4CnFmORTBAo1+4b03UDSJmLRUEGO6GMXWT4m2nAo2zfcSw2JCx2TIuo5KEjHjp7Nrp/DYKQMYKu1KWjhTv0+kJDJmEgWuMyJ2ZH57mfiX101sWPVTLuPEMknni8JEQKtg9joccM2oFRNHCNXc3QrpiGhCr Qso70L4+hT+T1rlEj4rlW/Oi/XLRRw5cAiOwCnAoALq4Bo0QBNQcAcewBN49pT36L14r/PWJW8xcwB+wHv7BMTqj0Q=</latexit>
FIGURE 12. Proof of Lemma 6. The facet {au, bu, bu+1} cannot exist in the boundary
of P .
x
<latexit sha1_ba se64="Ych406Ue8ZWFYscOoav0Y6eUyO c=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehl IjHxRHaRRI8kXjxCIo8ENmR26IWR2dn NzKyREL7AiweN8eonefNvHGAPClbSSaW qO91dQSK4Nq777eQ2Nre2d/K7hb39g8O j4vFJS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7C QKaRQIbAfj27nffkSleSzvzSRBP6JDyU POqLFS46lfLLlldwGyTryMlCBDvV/86g 1ilkYoDRNU667nJsafUmU4Ezgr9FKNCW VjOsSupZJGqP3p4tAZubDKgISxsiUNW ai/J6Y00noSBbYzomakV725+J/XTU144 0+5TFKDki0XhakgJibzr8mAK2RGTCyhT HF7K2EjqigzNpuCDcFbfXmdtCpl76pc aVRLtWoWRx7O4BwuwYNrqMEd1KEJDBCe 4RXenAfnxXl3PpatOSebOYU/cD5/AONR jPI=</latexit>
y
<latexit sha1_ba se64="pZDo8SSz7PNqEx8hK2HrjFeErc 0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOX xSJ4Kkkt6LHgxWML9gPaUDbbabt2swm 7GyGE/gIvHhTx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/ NMDMviAXXxnW/nY3Nre2d3cJecf/g8Oi 4dHLa1lGiGLZYJCLVDahGwSW2DDcCu7 FCGgYCO8H0bu53nlBpHskHk8boh3Qs+Y gzaqzUTAelsltxFyDrxMtJGXI0BqWv/j BiSYjSMEG17nlubPyMKsOZwFmxn2iMKZ vSMfYslTRE7WeLQ2fk0ipDMoqULWnIQ v09kdFQ6zQMbGdIzUSvenPxP6+XmNGtn 3EZJwYlWy4aJYKYiMy/JkOukBmRWkKZ4 vZWwiZUUWZsNkUbgrf68jppVyvedaXa rJXrtTyOApzDBVyBBzdQh3toQAsYIDzD K7w5j86L8+58LFs3nHzmDP7A+fwB5NWM 8w==</latexit>
z
<latexit sha1_ba se64="mQiNxs+0BhHXM7p62on2cheOo+ 8=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehl IjHxRHaRRI8kXjxCIo8ENmR26IWR2dn NzKwJEr7AiweN8eonefNvHGAPClbSSaW qO91dQSK4Nq777eQ2Nre2d/K7hb39g8O j4vFJS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7C QKaRQIbAfj27nffkSleSzvzSRBP6JDyU POqLFS46lfLLlldwGyTryMlCBDvV/86g 1ilkYoDRNU667nJsafUmU4Ezgr9FKNCW VjOsSupZJGqP3p4tAZubDKgISxsiUNW ai/J6Y00noSBbYzomakV725+J/XTU144 0+5TFKDki0XhakgJibzr8mAK2RGTCyhT HF7K2EjqigzNpuCDcFbfXmdtCpl76pc aVRLtWoWRx7O4BwuwYNrqMEd1KEJDBCe 4RXenAfnxXl3PpatOSebOYU/cD5/AOZZ jPQ=</latexit> bi
<latexit sha1_base64="JZw4StOcsP IU55zQDa3PLWmPMdk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqYI8FLx4r 2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4W Nza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbud+54 lrI2L1iNOE+xEdKREKRtFKD8FADMoVt+ouQNaJl5MK5GgOyl/9YczSiCtkkhrT89 wE/YxqFEzyWamfGp5QNqEj3rNU0YgbP1ucOiMXVhmSMNa2FJKF+nsio5Ex0yiwn RHFsVn15uJ/Xi/FsO5nQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/G8yFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0KZT siF4qy+vk3at6l1Va/fXlUY9j6MIZ3AOl+DBDTTgDprQAgYjeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/L 1oKTz5zCHzifPz1Yjbw=</latexit> bi+1
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FIGURE 13. Proof of Lemma 6. Since {ai, bj} is an interior edge of P , the facet
{av, bv, bv+1} wh se interior intersects {ai, bj} cann t exist in the bound ry of P .
Observe that the edges {a′j, b′j} and {a′j−1, b′j} lie inside the image of the projection of P . This shows
that all interior points of the faces {ai, aj, bj} and {ai, aj+1, bj} must lie inside P . This proves (ii).
Therefore the four faces in table (3) must be interior faces of P .
Indeed, we also proved that the interiors of the two triangles {a′i, b′i, b′i+1} and {a′j, a′j−1, b′j} do not
intersect any projected triangles of P . This shows that the interiors of the following two tetrahedra,
{ai, aj, aj−1, bj} and {ai, bi, bi+1, bj},
must not intersect any boundary facets of P . Hence they can be removed from P . This shows that P
is decomposable. However, our goal is to separate P into two prismatoids with convex bases.
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Now it is easy to show that any combination of two faces, one from Fai and one from Fbj will dissect
the prism P into two smaller prismatoids. For example, by choosing the pair of faces:
{ai, au, bj} ∈ Fai , and {ai, bv, bj} ∈ Fbj ,
where u = {j − 1, j} and v = {i, i + 1}. The edge {ai, au} will divide the top facet (a n-gon)
into two convex polygons, an n1-gon and an n2-gon. The edge {bv, bj} will divide the bottom facet
(a n-gon) into another two convex polygons, an n1-gon and an n2-gon. Therefore, the original prism
is cut into two smaller twisted prismatoids, an Sn1,m1 and an Sn2,m2 , see Figure 14 for an example.
Without loss of generality, assume i < u and v < j, then n1, n2,m1,m2 ≤ n can be calculated:
(4)
n1 := u− i+ 1
n2 := n− n1 + 2
m1 := j − v + 1
m2 := n−m1 + 2
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FIGURE 14. Decompose a non-convex twisted prism, an Sn,n (left), along an interior
edge {ai, bj}. The result (right) is two prismatoids, an Sn1,m1 and an Sn2,m2 , respec-
tively.
Since there are total 4 possible combinations of faces from Fai and Fbj , therefore there are four
possible dissections of this prism.
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